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Appendix A  Preliminaries 
 

1. Petri Nets 

A Petri net is a four-tuple ( , , , )N P T F W= where P and T are called the sets of places and transitions, 

respectively and they are finite, non-empty, and disjoint sets. F ⊆ (P × T) ∪ (T × P) is the set of flow 
relation that are graphically denoted by directed arcs connecting places to transitions. The function W: 
(P × T) ∪ (T × P)→  assigns each arc a weight. Given x, y∈P∪T, W(x, y)>0 if (x, y)∈F, and W(x, y)=0 
otherwise. The preset of a node x∈P∪T is •x ={y∈P ∪T |(y, x) ∈F} and the post-set of a node x∈P∪T is 
x•={y∈P∪T |(x, y) ∈F}. The incidence matrix of N is a matrix [N]: P×T→  such that [N](p, t)=W(t, 
p)−W(p, t). [N](p, •) ([N](•, t)) denotes the incidence vector with respect to a place p (transition t), i.e., a 
row (column) in [N]. 

An ordinary marking μ of N is a mapping from P to . t∈T is enabled at an ordinary marking μ if 
∀p∈•t, μ(p) ≥ W(p, t). An enabled transition t at an ordinary marking μ can fire. μ[t>μ' denotes that the 
firing of t at μ leads to a new marking μ', where μ'(p)=μ(p) + [N](p, t), ∀p∈P. A transition sequence α = 
t1t2 . . . tk, ti ∈ T (i ∈ k={1, 2, . . . , k}), is feasible from a marking μ1 if there exists μi+1, i ∈ k , such 
that μi[ti >μi+1, i∈ k . We use μ1[α>μk+1 to denote the case that μk+1 is reachable from μ1 by firing α. The 
set of all reachable markings of N from initial marking μ0 is denoted by R(N, μ0). 

A Petri net (N, μ0) is bounded if the token count of each place p does not exceed a finite number B∈ + 
for any marking μ reachable from μ0, i.e., μ(p) ≤ B. Otherwise, the net is unbounded. 

2. ω–numbers 

We review the related notations of ω–numbers defined in [5-7] . 
A subset of integers S is called an ω-number if ∃k∈ +, n, q∈  such that S={ik + q|i ≥ n}. S can be 

uniquely expressed as S=ω(k, n, q)≡ kωn + q≡{ik + q|k∈ +, n∈ , 0≤q<k, i ≥ n}, where ω(k, n, q) or kωn 
+ q is called a canonical ω-number with k as its base, n as the least bound, and q as the remainder. 

A vector x ∈ ω
n is called an ω-vector if at least one of its components is an ω-number, where ω is 

the set of integers and ω-numbers. Clearly, an ω-vector can be viewed as a set of ordinary integer vectors. 
A marking μ is called an ω-marking if it can be represented by an ω-vector. An ω-marking can be viewed 
as a set of ordinary markings. 

At an ω-marking μ, t∈T is enabled if t is enabled at all ordinary markings of μ; t is not enabled at μ if 
t is not enabled at any ordinary marking of μ; t is conditionally enabled at μ if it is not enabled at some 
ordinary markings of μ but enabled at any other ordinary markings of μ. Note that if t is enabled at μ and 
μ'≥μ, it holds that t is enabled at μ'. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Appendix B  Proofs 
 

Property 1: Let S1=ω(k1
(1), k2

(2), …, km
(m); q1) and S2=ω(k1

(1), k2
(2), …, km

(m); q2) be two ω-numbers 
with the same form. S1⊆ S2 iff q1-q2= c1k1+c2k2+…+ cmkm, c1, c2, …, cm∈ . 

Proof: (Sufficiency) It is clear that S1=ω(k1
(1), k2

(2), …, km
(m); q1)≡{i(1)k1+i(2)k2+ … + i(m)km+ q1| i(1), 

i(2)
 , …, i(m)∈  } and S2=ω(k1

(1), k2
(2), …, km

(m); q2)≡{i(1)k1+i(2)k2+ … + i(m)km+ q2| i(1), i(2)
 , …, i(m)∈  }. 

Since q1-q2=c1k1+c2k2+…+cmkm, we have S1={(i(1)+c1)k1+ (i(2)+c2)k2 + … + (i(m)+cm)km+q2| i(1), i(2), …, 
i(m)∈  }= {i(1)k1+i(2)k2+ … + i(m)km+q2| i(1)≥c1, i(2)≥c2, …, i(m)≥cm}. Obviously, S1⊆ S2 holds.  
(Necessity) Since S1 ⊆ S2 and q1∈S1, we have q1∈S2= {i(1)k1+i(2)k2+ … + i(m)km+ q2| i(1), i(2)

 , …, 
i(m)∈  }. Clearly, ∃ c1, c2, …, cm∈  such that q1-q2= c1k1+c2k2+…+ cmkm.                    ■ 
 

Property 2: Let μ= (S1, S2, …, Sn) be an ω-vector. We have μ=Δ iff μ is an independent ω-vector, 
where Δ={(a1, a2, …, an)| ag∈Sg (or ag=Sg if Sg is an integer), ∀g∈{1, 2, …, n}}. 

Proof: (Sufficiency) The proof is trivial.  
(Necessity) By contradiction, suppose that μ is not an independent ω-vector. Hence, ∃x, y∈{1, 2, …, 

n} and x≠y such that Sx is not independent of Sy. Let Sx={i(1)kx1+i(2)kx2+ … + i(m)kxm+qx | i(1), i(2)
 , …, i(m)∈  } 

and Sy={i(1)ky1+i(2)ky2+ … + i(m)kym+qy | i(1), i(2)
 , …, i(m)∈  }. According to Definition 7, ∃j∈{1, 2, …, m} 

such that kxj • kyj≠0. Now, let i(j)=c ≥1 and∀h≠j, i(h)=0. In this case, ax= ckxj+ qx and ay=ckyj+qy. This means 
when ax=ckxj+qx∈Sx, ay cannot be equal to any number in Sy except ckyj+qy. Hence, μ≠Δ, which obviously 
contradicts the fact μ=Δ. Therefore, μ is an independent ω-vector.                              ■                  

Note that Δ is a set consisting of ordinary vectors, which results from an arbitrary combination of n 
components that are either an element in a set represented by an ω-number or an integer. 
 

Property 3: Let μ1=(S11, S12, …, S1n) and μ2=(S21, S22, …, S2n) be two independent ω-vectors. μ1 ⊆ μ2 
iff S1i ⊆ S2i or S1i = S2i or S1i ∈ S2i, ∀i∈{1, 2, …, n}. 

Proof: Straightforward from Property 2.                                                ■  
 
Property 4: Let μ1=(S11, S12, …, S1x, …, S1n) and μ2=(S21, S22, …, S2x, …, S2n) be two ω-vectors with 

the same form. μ1 ⊆ μ2 iff there exists C1×m=(c1, c2 , …, cm) ∈  m such that ∀ x∈{1, 2, …, n}, 
1) qx - qx'=C1×m • (kx1, kx2, …, kxm)T if S1x=ω(kx1

(1), kx2
(2), …, kxm

(m); qx) and S2x=ω(kx1
(1), kx2

(2), …, kxm
(m); 

qx') are ω-numbers with the same form, and 
2) S1x= S2x if S1x and S2x are both integers. 
Proof: Clearly, the sets represented by μ1 and μ2 are accordingly as follows. 
μ1=(S11, S12, …, S1x, …, S1n)  
≡{I1×m•Km×n+Q1×n| I1×m∈  m}, and  
μ2=(S21, S22, …, S2x, …, S2n) 
≡{I1×m•Km×n+Q1×n' | I1×m∈  m}, 
where  
I1×m =(i(1), i(2)

 , …, i(m)),  

Km×n =

11 21 1

12 22 2

1 2

n

n

m m nm

k k k
k k k

k k k

 
 
 
 
 
 




   


≠ 0,  



Q1×n =(q1, q2 , …, qn),  
Q1×n'=(q1', q2' , …, qn'), and 
kxy∈ , qx, qx'∈ , ∀ x∈{1, 2, …, n}, ∀ y∈{1, 2, …, m}. 
(Sufficiency) We can know that there exists C1×m=(c1, c2 , …, cm) ∈  m, such that ∀ x∈{1, 2, …, n}, 

qx- qx'= C1×m • (kx1, kx2, …, kxm)T. Hence, we have  
μ1=(S11, S12, …, S1x, …, S1n)  
≡{I1×m•Km×n+Q1×n| I1×m∈  m} 
={(I1×m+C1×m )•Km×n+Q1×n' | I1×m∈  m}. 
Obviously, μ1 ⊆ μ2 holds. 
(Necessity) It is clear that Q1×n∈μ1. Since μ1 ⊆ μ2, we have Q1×n∈μ2. Hence, ∃ I1×m∈ m, such that 

Q1×n= I1×m•Km×n+Q1×n'. In more detail, there exists I1×m ∈  m such that ∀ x∈{1, 2, …, n}, qx- qx'= I1×m • 
(kx1, kx2, …, kxm)T. That is to say, there exists C1×m=(c1, c2 , …, cm) ∈  m such that ∀ x∈{1, 2, …, n}, qx- 
qx'=C1×m • (kx1, kx2, …, kxm)T if S1x and S2x are two ω-numbers with the same form and S1x= S2x if they are 
both integers.                                                                       ■     
 

In the following, we prove Theorems 1-3. Before that, we present some necessary results. 
Property 5: Let μ0, μ1, μ2, …, μn be a sequence of markings corresponding to a path starting from the 

root node of NRT. ω-numbers with the same dimension in each coordinate of μ0, μ1, μ2, …, and μn have 
the same form. 

Proof: By Algorithm 1, once a new ω-element ω(j) is introduced into a component of a marking, the 
base related to ω(j) can never be changed in the corresponding component of any marking that is generated 
subsequently in the same path. Hence, the conclusion holds.                                  ■ 

Property 6: Let μ0, μ1, μ2, …, μn be a sequence of markings corresponding to a path starting from the 
root node of NRT. uj ⊆ ui if uj>ui, where i, j∈{0, 1, 2, …, n} and j>i. 

Proof: Since uj>ui, we know that uj and ui are ω-markings with the same form or both ordinary 
markings. According to the construction algorithm of NRT, it can be concluded that uj ⊆ ui since 
otherwise a new superscript has to be introduced into uj.                                      ■                  

Lemma 1 [r1]: In any infinite directed tree where each node has only a finite number of direct 
successors, there exists an infinite path leading from the root. 

 
Theorem 1 (Finiteness): The NRT of an unbounded PN is finite.  
Proof: By contradiction, suppose that there exists an infinite NRT. Due to Lemma 1, there exists an 

infinite path x0, x1, x2, … from the root node x0. Accordingly, we have an infinite sequence of makings, 
denoted as u[x0], u[x1], u[x2], ….  

Consider the first coordinate of u[x0], u[x1], u[x2], …, denoted as u[x0](p1), u[x1](p1), u[x2](p1), …. 
Clearly, it is impossible to introduce infinite superscripts during constructing NRT. Hence, there exists 
u[xa](p1) in u[x0](p1), u[x1](p1), u[x2](p1), …, which is an ω-number with the maximal dimension. Besides, 
it is easy to know that u[xa](p1), u[xa+1](p1), u[xa+2](p1), … is an infinite sequence of ω-numbers with the 
same dimension. According to Property 5, u[xa](p1), u[xa+1](p1), u[xa+2](p1), … is an infinite sequence of 
ω-numbers with the same form. Hence, an infinite nondecreasing subsequence can be definitely found 
in u[xa](p1), u[xa+1](p1), u[xa+2](p1), …. In other words, we can find an infinite node subsequence of x0, 
x1, x2, …, denoted as x0', x1', x2', … such that u[x0'](p1)≤u[x1'](p1)≤ u[x2'](p1)≤ …. Now, consider the 



second coordinate of u[x0'], u[x1'], u[x2'], …, denoted as u[x0'](p2), u[x1'](p2), u[x2'](p2), …. Similarly, we 
can also find an infinite node subsequence of x0', x1', x2', …, denoted as x0'', x1'', x2'', …, such that 
u[x0''](p2)≤ u[x1''](p2)≤u[x2''](p2)≤ …. Finally, we can definitely find an infinite node subsequence of x0, 
x1, x2, …, denoted as x0

*, x1
*, x2

*, … such that u[x0
*]≤u[x1

*]≤u[x2
*]≤ …. But by construction, it must be 

an infinite strictly increasing subsequence, i.e., u[x0
*]<u[x1

*]<u[x2
*]< …, since otherwise a node would 

be a duplicate one with no successors. Besides, ∀u[xj
*]>u[xi

*], u[xj
*]⊄u[xi

*], since otherwise a node would 
be a ω-duplicate one with no successors. However, this contradicts Property 6. Therefore, the NRT of an 
unbounded net is finite.                                                               ■  

                                                    
Theorem 2 (Reachability): The NRT of an unbounded PN consists of only but all reachable markings 

from its initial marking.  
Proof: According to the construction algorithm for NRT, it is easy to conclude that the reachable 

marking set is contained in NRT. In what follows, we have to prove that any marking in NRT belongs to 
the reachable marking set. 

First, consider the direct successors of the root node.  Obviously, the marking sets that correspond to 
these direct successors are contained in the reachable marking set. Next, consider the director successors 
of a node with the marking set being contained in the reachable marking set. Similarly, it is easy to see 
that the marking sets of these director successors are also contained in the reachable marking set. As a 
result, we can conclude that any marking in NRT belongs to the reachable marking set.             ■                  
 

Theorem 3 (Deadlock-checking): An unbounded PN has deadlocks iff its NRT contains terminal nodes 
or full conditional nodes. 

Proof: (Sufficiency) It is clear that a terminal node or a full conditional node definitely contains a dead 
marking. Hence, we can see that there is a dead marking in the NRT. By Theorem 2, the dead marking 
is reachable in the unbounded PN. As a result, the unbounded PN has deadlocks. 

 (Necessity) Since the unbounded PN has deadlocks, we can see that there is a dead marking in the 
NRT according to Theorem 2. Clearly, dead markings are only contained in terminal nodes or full 
conditional nodes in the NRT. As a result, the NRT contains terminal nodes or full conditional nodes. ■ 
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